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PART I
Object and Divisions of
Political and Social Economy

Lesson 1 DEFINITIONS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY
ADAM SMITH; J. B. SAY

§1. Need for a definition of Political Economy. §2. Physiocrats' definition too broad. §3. Adam Smith's two aims of Political Economy: (1) to provide a plentiful subsistence for the people, (2) to supply the State with a sufficient revenue. §4. Both aims equally important, but neither the subject matter of economic science. §5. Smith's two aims differentiated; material well-being and justice. §6. J. B. Say's conception of Political Economy. §7. Naturalistic point of view inadequate for refutation of socialism; choice of systems of production or distribution based on principles of expediency or justice. §8. J. B. Say's division of subject purely empirical. §9. Blanqui's and Garnier's corrections incomplete.

Lesson 2 SCIENCE, ART AND ETHICS DISTINGUISHED

§10. Charles Coquelin's distinction: art prescribes and directs; science observes, describes and explains. §11. Distinction between science and art vs. distinction between theory and practice. §12. Science enlightens art; art puts science to use. §13. Relationship between arts and sciences. §§14–15. Coquelin's distinction excellent, but inadequate. §16. Science, the study of facts. §17. Natural and human phenomena distinguished; both, the subject matter of pure science. §18. Human industry and human institutions distinguished. §19. Industrial phenomena, the subject matter of applied science or art; institutional phenomena, the subject matter of moral science or ethics. §20. The true, the useful, and the good as the respective criteria of science, art and ethics.
Lesson 3 SOCIAL WEALTH. THREE CONSEQUENCES OF SCARCITY. VALUE IN EXCHANGE AND THE PURE THEORY OF ECONOMICS


Lesson 4 INDUSTRY AND APPLIED ECONOMICS. PROPERTY AND SOCIAL ECONOMICS

§31. Industry, the multiplication of direct utilities and the transformation of indirect into direct utilities. §32. Industrial operations: (1) technical, (2) economic, resulting from division of labour. §33. Twofold problem: abundance and equity. §34. Production: a human and industrial phenomenon, not natural or institutional; theory of production of social wealth, an applied science. §35. Appropriation, a human, not a natural phenomenon; nature makes things appropriate, man appropriates. §§36–37. Appropriation, an institutional, not an industrial phenomenon; property, result of rightful appropriation. §38. Communism vs. individualism; theory of distribution of social wealth, a moral science. §39. Ethics and Political Economy.

PART II

Theory of Exchange of Two Commodities for Each Other

Lesson 5 THE MARKET AND COMPETITION. PROBLEM OF EXCHANGE OF TWO COMMODITIES FOR EACH OTHER

§40. Social wealth redefined. §41. Value in exchange defined; the market; analysis of mechanism of competition. §§42–43. The stock market; effective offer and effective demand; stationary market price; analysis of rise or fall in market price. §44. Case of two-commodity market; commodities (A) and (B); the equation $m_av_a=n_bv_b$;
prices \( p_a \) and \( p_b \).

§45. Effective demand and offer of (A) and (B): 
\[ D_a, O_a, D_b, O_b; \text{ theorem: } O_b = D_a p_a \text{ and } O_a = D_b p_b; \]

demand, the principal fact; offer, the accessory fact. §46. Theorem: 
\[ \frac{D_a}{O_a} = \frac{O_b}{D_b}. \]

§47. Case of equality between offer and demand; market equilibrium. §48. Case of inequality; rise or fall in price; effect on demand. Effect on offer?

Lesson 6 CURVES OF EFFECTIVE OFFER AND EFFECTIVE DEMAND. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EQUALITY BETWEEN OFFER AND DEMAND


Lesson 7 DISCUSSION OF THE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF EXCHANGE OF TWO COMMODITIES FOR EACH OTHER

§§62–63. Discussion restricted to case of continuous curves with single maximum. §64. Case of non-intersection between demand and offer curves: no solution. §65. Case of triple intersection: three solutions. §§66–68. Stable and unstable equilibria. §69. Case of coincidence of one demand curve with hyperbola of total existing quantity. §70. Case of coincidence of both demand curves with hyperbolas.

Lesson 8 UTILITY CURVES OR WANT CURVES. THE THEOREM OF MAXIMUM UTILITY OF COMMODITIES

§71. Intercept of individual demand curve on quantity axis: extensive utility. §72. Slope of individual demand curve; its intercept on price axis: intensive utility. §73. Influence of initial stock. §74. Assumption of measurability of utility; utility or want curves. §75. Effective utility and rareté as functions of quantity consumed; geometric representation. §76. Object of exchange: to maximize satisfaction of wants. §77. Exchange of \( o_b \) of (B) for \( d_a \) of (A)
advantageous when result is equality between ratio of rareté of (A) to rareté of (B) and \( p_a \). §§78–79. Optimum quantities exchanged. §80. Maximum satisfaction of wants attained when ratio of raretés equals price. §81. Equation of demand curve deduced from condition of maximum satisfaction. §82. Infinitesimal solution. §§83–84. Case of discontinuous utility curves.

**Lesson 9** DISCUSSION OF DEMAND CURVES. GENERAL FORMULA FOR THE MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF EXCHANGE OF TWO COMMODITIES FOR EACH OTHER

§85. Demand at price zero equals extensive utility. §86. Price at which demand for (A) vanishes. §§87–88. Price at which offer equals quantity possessed. §89. Intersection of demand curve with hyperbola of quantity possessed. §90. Effect of decrease in quantity possessed. §91. Effect of increase. §92. Transition from case of holder of one commodity only to case of holder of both commodities. §§93–95. Offer curve represented as continuation of demand curve. §96. General system of equations of traders' schedules in two-commodity market. §§97–98. Solution of equations.

**Lesson 10** RARETÉ, THE CAUSE OF VALUE IN EXCHANGE

§99. Analysis of exchange in two-commodity market. §100. Proportionality of values in exchange to raretés; qualifications in cases of discontinuous want curves, zero demand, and offer equal to quantity possessed. §101. Rareté, the cause of value in exchange. Value in exchange, relative; rareté, exclusively individual and absolute. Average rareté. §102. Price changes in two-commodity market; four causes of change; verification of causes. §103. Law of variation of equilibrium prices.

**PART III**

Theory of Exchange of Several Commodities for One Another

**Lesson 11** PROBLEM OF EXCHANGE OF SEVERAL COMMODITIES FOR ONE ANOTHER. THEOREM OF GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM

demand functions; equations of exchange. §110. Geometrical representation precluded; algebraic statement. §111. Conditions of general equilibrium. §§112–114. Assume \( p_{e,b} = \alpha \frac{p_{c,a}}{p_{b,a}} \), where \( \alpha > 1 \); arbitrage. §115. Assume \( \alpha < 1 \). §116. Generalized equations of offer and demand.

Lesson 12 THE GENERAL FORMULA OF THE MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF EXCHANGE OF SEVERAL COMMODITIES FOR ONE ANOTHER. THE LAW OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMODITY PRICES

§117. Generalized case of holders of several commodities. §118. Individual offer and demand functions derived from equations of exchange and maximum satisfaction for each party. §§119–122. Case of offer equal to quantity possessed, determinate. §123. System of \( m-1 \) equations expressing equality between total demand and total offer in \( m \)-commodity market. §124. Transition to empirical establishment of equilibrium prices in multi-commodity market. §125. Prices expressed in numéraire; general equilibrium implied. Prices cried at random; rule-of-thumb determination of individual demands and offers. §§126–127. Case of inequality between total demand and total offer; price adjustments. §128. Consequent adjustments in total demand and total offer. §§129–130. Rise (or fall) in price when total demand is greater (or less) than total offer.

Lesson 13 THE LAW OF THE VARIATION OF COMMODITY PRICES

§131. Analysis of exchange in multi-commodity market. §132. At equilibrium, ratio of \( raretés \) of any two commodities the same for all traders. §§133–134. Proportionality of \( raretés \) to values in exchange; qualifications. §135. Average \( raretés \). §136. Absolute values in exchange are arbitrary and indeterminate. §137. Price changes caused by changes in utility and in quantity possessed. §138. Stability in price considered as result of mutually compensating changes in utility and quantity possessed.

Lesson 14 THE THEOREM OF EQUIVALENT REDISTRIBUTIONS OF COMMODITY HOLDINGS. CONCERNING A STANDARD OF MEASURE AND A MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE

§139. Redistributions of commodities among traders; the value of individual holdings and the total existing quantities of commodities
unaffected by exchange. §§140–144. Necessary consequence of
(1) individual offer and demand functions derived from condition of
maximum satisfaction, (2) equality between values of commodities
offered and commodities demanded by each individual, (3) equality
between total demand and total offer of each and every commodity.
§145. Numéraire, the standard commodity. §146. Rational vs.
popular conception of price; error of popular conception. §147. The
standard defined as the quantity, not the value of numéraire.
Numéraire as the measuring rod of value and wealth. §§148–150.
Money, the medium of exchange.

Lesson 15 PURCHASE AND SALES CURVES. COMMODITY PRICE CURVES
§151. Multi-commodity case reduced to two-commodity case by
numéraire. General equilibrium in (A), (C), (D) ... market; effect of
introduction of new commodity (B); purchase and sales curves.
§152. Case of equi-proportional reduction in quantities exchanged
of (A), (C), (D). ... §153. Case of offer of (B) equal to total existing
quantity. §154. Price curves. §155. Purchase and sales curves
related to equations of exchange. §156. Multiple price solution
generally precluded; single price.

Lesson 16 EXPOSITION AND REFUTATION OF ADAM SMITH'S AND J. B. SAY'S DOCTRINES OF THE ORIGIN OF VALUE IN EXCHANGE
§158. Adam Smith's labour theory: value of labour unexplained,
hence all other values unexplained. §§159–160. J. B. Say's utility
theory: utility a necessary, not a sufficient condition. §161.
The rareté theory. §162. Gossen's condition of maximum satis-
faction not related to competitive case. §163. Jevons's equation
of exchange restricted to case of two traders. §164. Grenznutzen.

PART IV Theory of Production

Lesson 17 CAPITAL AND INCOME. THE THREE SERVICES
§165. Commodities considered as products; law of cost of produc-
tion. §166. Land, labour, capital; earlier definitions defective.
§167. Capital: social wealth which can be used more than once;
income: social wealth which can be used once only; intrinsic vs.
contingent distinctions. §168. Capital and income may be material
or immaterial. §169. Income, the flow of services from capital;

Lesson 18 THE ELEMENTS AND MECHANISM OF PRODUCTION

§178. Classification of elements of production: (1), (2), (3), landed, personal and produced capital yielding consumers' services; (4), (5), (6) landed, personal and produced capital yielding productive services; (7) producers' stocks of new capital goods; (8) consumers' stocks of consumers' goods; (9) producers' stocks of raw materials; (10) producers' stocks of final products; (11), (12), (13) consumers' and producers' cash holdings and money savings. §179. Provisional abstraction from categories (7)–(13) inclusive. §§180–182. Capital goods of categories (4), (5), (6), productive of income and capital. §183. Hire of capital goods in kind equivalent to sale of its services.

§184. Landowners, workers, capitalists, entrepreneurs. §185. The services market: rent, wages, interest charge. §186. The products market. §187. The two markets distinct, but related. §188. Conditions of equilibrium in production: (1) exchange equilibrium in both markets, (2) equality between selling price and cost of production, (3) absence of profit or loss to entrepreneurs.

Lesson 19 THE ENTREPRENEUR. BUSINESS ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY

Lesson 20 PRODUCTION EQUATIONS

§200. Assume \( n \) types of productive services, \( m \) types of final products. §201. Rareté functions of consumers' services and final products; value of services offered = value of products demanded; condition of maximum satisfaction; equations of individual offer of services and individual demand for products. §202. Equations (1) of total offer of services; equations (2) of total demand for products. §203. Coefficients of production. Equations (3) expressing equality between demand and offer of services; equations (4) expressing equality between selling prices and costs of products. §204. Coefficients of production provisionally assumed constant. §205. Raw materials eliminated from equations. §206. \( 2m+2n+1 \) equations equal to number of unknowns. §207. Solution in practice; emergence of equilibrium \( ab ovo \); process of groping; hypothetical use of tickets.

Lesson 21 SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF PRODUCTION. THE LAW OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PRICES OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

§208. Assume: (1) value of services bought = value of products sold by entrepreneurs, (2) prices of productive services cried at random. §209. Cost of production equations; assume random quantities produced. §210. Selling prices of products; entrepreneur's profit or loss. §§211–212. Process of groping towards equality between selling price and cost of production. §213. Demand for product serving as \( numérale \); cost of production of \( numérale \)-product equal to unity, a necessary condition of equilibrium. §214. Assume quantity of services employed = quantity of services sold to entrepreneurs; case of inequality between demand and offer of services. §215. Effective demand and offer of services; demand for services by entrepreneurs and consumers; price adjustments. §§216–217. Process of groping towards equality between demand and offer of services. §218. Demand for the product serving as \( numérale \). §219. Process of groping towards equality between cost of production of \( numérale \)-product and unity. §220. Law of establishment of equilibrium prices of products and services.

Lesson 22 THE PRINCIPLE OF FREE COMPETITION. THE LAW OF THE VARIATION OF PRICES OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES. PURCHASE AND SALES CURVES OF SERVICES; PRICE CURVES OF PRODUCTS

§221. Analysis of free competition in production. §222. Free competition as a precept. §223. \( Laisser-faire \) policy undemonstrated;
exceptions to principle not usually admitted: public services, natural monopoly, redistribution of property. §§224–226. Values in exchange of services proportional to their raretés. §227. Law of variation of equilibrium prices of products and services. §§228–230. Purchase and sales curves of services; price curves of products.

PART V

Theory of Capital Formation ['Capitalisation'] and Credit

Lesson 23 GROSS AND NET INCOME. THE RATE OF NET INCOME. THE EXCESS OF INCOME OVER CONSUMPTION

§231. The capital goods market; dependence of prices of capital goods on prices of their services. §232. Net income from capital goods = gross income − (depreciation + insurance); prices of capital goods proportional to their net incomes. §233. Rate of net income defined. §234. Assume: (1) newly manufactured capital goods exchanged against excess of aggregate income over aggregate consumption, (2) equality between selling prices of capital goods and their costs of production. §235. Credit; the loan of money savings and the demand for new capital goods. §§236–237. Assume quantities of land and persons given. §238. Assume quantity of capital goods proper unknown; capitalized net income = cost of production of capital goods proper at equilibrium. §§239–240. Income > consumption. §241. Income − consumption > < depreciation + insurance of capital goods proper. §242. Hypothetical commodity (E) defined as perpetual net income; price of (E); individual demand for (E); aggregate excess of income over consumption = aggregate demand for (E) × price of (E) = aggregate demand for new capital goods × price of capital goods. §243. 2I + 2 equations equal to number of unknowns.

Lesson 24 EQUATIONS OF CAPITAL FORMATION AND CREDIT

§244. Value of services offered = value of products and net income demanded; equations of maximum satisfaction; equations of individual offer of services and individual demand for products and net income. §245. Equations (1) of total offer of services; equations (2) of total demand for products. §246. Equation (3) of aggregate excess of income over consumption. §247. Equations (4) expressing
equality between demand and offer of services; equations (5) and (6) expressing equality between selling prices and costs of production of final products and new capital goods. §248. Equation (7) expressing equality between aggregate value of new capital goods and aggregate excess of income over consumption. §249. Equations (8) of selling prices of new capital goods. §250. \(2n+2m+2l+1\) equations equal to number of unknowns. §251. Solution in practice.

Lesson 25 SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF CAPITAL FORMATION AND CREDIT. THE LAW OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE RATE OF NET INCOME

§252. Assume quantities produced of capital goods and the rate of net income to be determined at random; process of groping towards prices of services entailing equality between (1) costs of production and prices of final products and new capital goods, and (2) total demand and offer of services. §§253-254. Process of groping towards equality between demand and offer of new capital goods. §255. The numéraire-capital market. §256. Process of groping towards equality between selling prices and capitalized net income of new capital goods; role of profit or loss; price and cost of new capital goods as functions of output. §§257-259. Process of groping towards equality between selling prices and costs of production of new capital goods. §260. Law of the establishment of equilibrium rate of net income.

Lesson 26 THEOREM OF MAXIMUM UTILITY OF NEW CAPITAL GOODS YIELDING CONSUMERS' SERVICES

§261. Optimum allocation of individual's income attained when raretés of goods and services purchased are proportional to their prices. §262. Optimum allocation of aggregate excess of income over consumption attained when ratios of incomes from new capital goods to their prices are the same for all types of capital goods.

Lesson 27 THEOREM OF MAXIMUM UTILITY OF NEW CAPITAL GOODS YIELDING PRODUCTIVE SERVICES

§263. Condition of maximum effective utility the same for capital goods yielding productive services as for those yielding consumers' services. §264. Analysis of free competition in capital formation and credit operations.
Lesson 28 THE LAW OF THE VARIATION OF THE RATE 307
OF NET INCOME. PURCHASE AND SALES
CURVES OF NEW CAPITAL GOODS. THE LAW
OF THE ESTABLISHMENT AND VARIATION
OF PRICES OF CAPITAL GOODS

§265. Law of variation of rate of net income. §§266–267. Primary
equation determining rate of net income; purchase and sales curves
of new capital goods. §268. Prices of existing capital goods; law of
their establishment and variation. §269. Prices of existing capital
goods nominal under ideal assumptions; reasons for purchase and
sale of capital goods; speculation. §§270–271. Role of stock
exchange and of movements in stock prices.

PART VI
Theory of Circulation and Money

Lesson 29 THE MECHANISM AND EQUATIONS OF CIRC-
ULATION AND MONEY

§272. General equilibrium system completed: introduction of
circulating capital and money. §273. Static point of view maintained
by assumption of fixed dates for payment of services and delivery of
products; approach to dynamic point of view. §274. Three phases:
preliminary gropings, static equilibrium, dynamic equilibrium. §275.
Case of non-commodity money without utility of its own; price of
its service of availability. Offer functions of circulating capital,
raw materials and money; desired cash balance. §276. Demand
functions; equations of circulation. §277. \[3/m+2/s+3\] equations
equal to number of unknowns.

Lesson 30 SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF CIRCU-
LATION AND MONEY. THE LAW OF THE
ESTABLISHMENT AND VARIATION OF THE
PRICE OF MONEY. PRICE CURVE OF THE
MONEY COMMODITY

§§278–279. Solution of equations of circulation; law of establishment
of price of service of money and price of money itself. §280. Case of
commodity-money; law of establishment of its price. §281. Case of
commodity serving both as money and as numéraire; law of establish-
ment of its price. Equation of monetary circulation; rates of income,
interest, discount. §282. Fluctuations in prices in terms of numéraire-
money. §283. Geometrical solution of problem of value of money-
commodity; law of establishment of this value.
Lesson 31  THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE VALUE OF A BIMETALLIC STANDARD
§284. Monometallic system: 3 equations and 3 unknowns; bimetallic system: 5 equations and 6 unknowns; 6th equation furnished by legal ratio. §285. Tendency of bullion ratio to conform to legal ratio; minting and melting. §286. Algebraic discussion of bimetallism. §287. Geometrical solution; law of establishment of price of both money metals. §288. Effect of changes in quantity of each metal. §289. Effect of suspension or resumption of coinage of silver.

Lesson 32  RELATIVE STABILITY OF THE VALUE OF THE BIMETALLIC STANDARD

Lesson 33  FIDUCIARY MONEY AND PAYMENTS BY OFFSETS

Lesson 34  FOREIGN EXCHANGE

PART VII
Conditions and Consequences of Economic Progress.
Critique of Systems of Pure Economics

Lesson 35  THE CONTINUOUS MARKET
§317. Mathematical expression of fixed and circulating capital. §318. Division of excess of income over consumption between fixed
and circulating capital. §319. Assumption of fixed annual period; table of hypothetical aggregate values of elements of production. §320. Relationship of circulating capital to annual aggregate output. §321. Consumption and reproduction of circulating capital. §322. Continuous market; oscillatory convergence towards equilibrium; crises.

Lesson 36 THE MARGINAL PRODUCTIVITY THEOREM. 382
EXPANDING OUTPUT. THE LAW OF GENERAL PRICE MOVEMENTS IN A PROGRESSIVE ECONOMY


Lesson 37 CRITIQUE OF THE PHYSIOCRATIC DOCTRINE 393


Lesson 38 EXPOSITION AND REFUTATION OF THE ENGLISH THEORY OF THE PRICE OF PRODUCTS

§342. Alleged fundamental distinction between indefinitely reproducible and non-reproducible products. §343. Indefinitely

Lesson 39 EXPOSITION AND REFUTATION OF THE ENGLISH THEORY OF RENT


Lesson 40 EXPOSITION AND REFUTATION OF THE ENGLISH THEORIES OF WAGES AND INTEREST

§363. Critique of Mill's proposition: "To purchase produce is not to [support] labour." §364. Critique of Mill's proposition: "Wages ... depend ... on the proportion between population and capital." §365. Mill's theorem useless and erroneous: differences in wage rates unexplained; population and capital really dependent, not independent variables. §366. Profits and interest confused. §367. Critique of Mill's propositions: "$ \ldots \text{rent does not really form any part of the expenses of production } \ldots\text{, and } "\text{profit consists of the excess of produce above the advances [to labour].}" $ §368. English School attempts to solve for two unknowns with one equation. §369. J. B. Say's definitions of wages, interest and rent. Boutron's vicious circle. §370. Scientific theory of determination of prices; the three markets.
Lesson 41 PRICE Fixing AND MONOPOLy


Lesson 42 TAXATION
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